RESTORE Gut Health
By Biomic Sciences, LLC

RESTORE Gut Health is sold through our website, restore4life.com, authorized resellers, and the Biomic Sciences Amazon store.

All items purchased on eBay are done so as transactions between the seller and the buyer and Biomic Sciences does not guarantee authenticity or quality, nor does Biomic Sciences accept responsibility for those items. Additionally, products purchased through eBay are not covered under our return policy.

Trade Names, Trademarks and Copyrights
Displayed on the Product are several registered trademarks owned and registered by Biomic Sciences, LLC and those trademarks are proprietary to Biomic. In order to protect and enhance the value of the Biomic Marks, Biomic grants limited licenses only to select parties authorized to use and bear the Biomic Marks on the Product, with the exception of any permitted use under fair use laws.

Intellectual Property Rights
We participate in the eBay VeRO program and will report all infringing accounts as well as all unauthorized use of our logos, images, website content or any other copyrighted materials.